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the source code that accompanies the tool is intended to be used as a reference and to understand
how the tool works. it is not intended as a guide for how the tool is used. use the tool at your own

risk. arc discovery is installed as a deployable package. the package is stored in the c:�rc directory
on the target system. the package, in turn, contains a compressed archive file. the archive file

includes all the necessary files and a readme file for information about the tool. to download and
extract the package, logon to the target system using the credentials of a user who has arc installed.

in the following example, we assume a user named john smith has arc installed. in vsphere 4.1,
vcenter server appliance 4.1 was released. features in vcenter server appliance 4.1 include: updated

xenclient component to 4.1. ui for the ha clustering policies has been updated to enable the
selection of individual hosts from the vsphere host and cluster resource (vhsc) tab. configuration for
dynamic addition or removal of hosts from the vcenter server appliance through the use of vhscs. 1.
insert the msa ssd into a pcie slot on your esxi host. to determine the pci slot of the pcie ssd device,
open the esxi host console and select hardware > system configuration. esxi host doesn’t have any

way to detect the pcie ssd device information. in order to download the latest firmware version
automatically, specify the pcie ssd device’s location in the list of msa ssd devices. you can now use

the msa ssd device as a write cache. for more information, see the article id 2198155: “how to
configure a software-based ssd for use as a write cache” in vcenter server installation and setup

guide .
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in the previous section i have listed the hp system that is supported by
snmp method. the webes method is supported only for hp proliant

servers. for hp blade servers snmp method is not supported. the wmi
method is supported only for hp storage devices. there are two type of hp

devices that are supported by wmi. one is the hp storage devices and
other is hp non-hp devices (non hp devices being the one that are not

supported by snmp method). wmi method supports hp non-hp devices as
well. hp storage management pack can be downloaded from hp website.
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the mp is a part of larger hp storage management package. for hp blade
server the hp storage management pack is a part of hp storage

management 8.0. for hp proliant servers the hp storage management
pack is a part of hp storage management 7.1. there is no difference

between the two versions of the mp. in my previous posts i have covered
hp storage management 8.0 and hp storage management 7. in order to

install the mp, you need to first download and install the necessary patch
that needs to be installed for the mp. you can refer to the geniso patch.

the mp is installed using the same installation method as used for hp
storage management 8.0 and hp storage management 7.1. there is no

difference in the installation method. once the mp is installed, you need to
configure the snmp for hp storage devices. the copyright statements and
licenses applicable to the open source software components distributed in

vsphere 7.0 are available at. you need to log in to your my vmware
account. then, from thedownloadsmenu, selectvsphere. on theopen

sourcetab, you can also download the source files for any gpl, lgpl, or
other similar licenses that require the source code or modifications to

source code to be made available for the most recent available release of
vsphere. 5ec8ef588b
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